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pointing out areas where there is a convergence of interests between countries, and not merely making vague
appeals based on general philosophical and/or philanthropic grounds.
JOSE GOLDEMBERG*
University Professor and Former Rector
Instituto de Eletrotecnica e Energia
Av. Professor Armeida Pardo 925
05508-3222 Sao Paulo SP
Brazil.
* Professor Goldemberg, University Professor in Brazil and a fellow-member of the Governing Council of the International Academy of the
Environment, Geneva, Switzerland, was the Rector of the University of Sao Paulo, Minister of Education, and Interim Minister of the
Environment of the Government of Brazil, in the period when the UNCED-92 Conference took place in Rio de Janeiro — involving inter alia
the world's greatest-ever gathering of Heads of State and/or Government. — Ed.
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A New Series of inexpensive and speedy Publications promoted by the Geneva-based
Foundation for Environmental Conservation
I
ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES: From Stockholm To Rio and Beyond
Edited by
Mohammad NAZIM & Nicholas POLUNIN
CONTENTS
Foreword, by Dr Gro Harlem Brundtland
Introduction, by Mohammad Nazim & Prof. Nicholas Polunin
Environmental Challenges: From Stockholm to Rio de Janeiro, by Dr Mostafa K. Tolba
Women, Population, and Development, by Dr Nafis Sadik
Transport and the Environment, by Mrs Birgitta Dahl
Natural Resources, Conflict, and Security, in a Shrinking World, by Dr Arthur H. Westing
Biotechnology in Agriculture, by Dr Gurdev S. Khush
Global Climate Change: Expectations and Human Reactions, by Prof. Bert Bolin
& Mohammad Nazim
Environmentally Sustainable Development, by Dr Mohan Munasinghe
Local Knowledge: The Forgotten Resource, by Dr Peter J.C. Walker
The Role of Atmospheric and Near-space Sciences in the Development of Non-industrialized
Countries, by Prof. Sandro M. Radicella & Academician KirilB. Serafimov
Environment and Development: Future Prospects in the Light of UNCED, by Maurice F. Strong &
Kerry ten Kate.
The Chairman of the World Commission on Environment & Development, who is now again Prime
Minister of Norway, ends her penetrating Foreword to this pioneering book by stating:
'Entering a new era in global development, we need knowledge and understanding of the interrelationships that define our
possibilities. The anthology 'Environmental Challenges: From Stockholm to Rio and Beyond' deserves to be read by all
who are interested in these often most vital themes of our time.
'I have had the pleasure of working closely with several of the Authors, and I can recommend this book for its high
professional quality.'
Gro Harlem Brundtland
This book of vi + 284 pp. is obtainable for US $12 to individuals or US $20 to institutions (postage paid
= free in both cases) from:
Mrs Lynn Curme*
Foundation for Environmental Conservation
7 Chemin Taverney
1218 Grand-Saconnex
Geneva, Switzerland.
Tel. (022) 798 2383 and 4
Fax (022) 798 2344
*Mrs Curme is Personal Assistant to the President of the Foundation, and Compiler of its World Who's Who in Environment &
Conservation. She would be glad to hear from, and have the Foundation's confidential Awards Committee decide about, any
environmentalist or conservationist who would like to be included in this pioneering compilation and submits appropriate credentials.
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